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1.0 METHODOLOGY
Leger Marketing conducted a follow-up telephone survey with respondents from the three
rotations of the Atlantic Canada Tourism Partnership’s 2007 New England Travel Intentions
Survey, who were either very interested or somewhat interested in vacationing in at least one of
the four Atlantic Provinces.
A total of 1,088 usable records were identified from all three rotations of the 2007 New England
Travel Intentions Survey. A total of 203 surveys were completed with these New England
travellers.

2.0

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

The following tables profile respondents. Most were over 40 years of age; had household
incomes in excess of $50,000; and had adult (no children) travel party compositions.
2.1

Age

20 to 30 years
31 to 40 years
41 to 50 years
51 to 60 years
60 years of age or
older
Refused

2.2

Mass
25%
17%
25%

Maine
10%
3%
28%
25%

NH
5%
19%
44%

RI
3%
3%
19%
41%

Conn
15%
15%
30%

Vermont
5%
14%
21%
23%

35%

33%

35%

30%

34%

40%

38%

1%

-

-

2%

-

-

-

Mass
29%
8%
13%
21%
17%
13%

Maine
15%
23%
23%
18%
8%
15%

NH
12%
12%
19%
23%
19%
16%

RI
19%
6%
22%
22%
9%
22%

Conn
15%
5%
20%
15%
20%
5%
20%

Vermont
11%
27%
21%
21%
9%
5%
7%

Mass
25%
25%
4%
25%
17%
4%

Maine
43%
28%
8%
5%
13%
5%

NH
37%
21%
16%
9%
14%
2%

RI
50%
16%
3%
9%
22%
0%

Conn
40%
20%
10%
10%
20%
0%

Vermont
46%
11%
11%
7%
23%
2%

Household Income

Under $35,000
$35K - $49,999
$50K - $69,999
$70K - $99,999
$100K and over
Don’t know
Refused

2.3

Total
3%
9%
20%
32%

Total
16%
15%
20%
20%
13%
2%
15%

Travel Party

Adult Couple
With kids < 18
No kids < 18
Single Traveler
Group of friends
Don’t know

Total
41%
20%
9%
10%
18%
3%
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3.0 Key Findings
•

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island emerged as the two Atlantic Provinces drawing the
most interest among New England travellers. More than eight out of ten (82%) of the
respondents were interested in vacationing in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Twothirds (67%) were interested in vacationing in New Brunswick, and almost half (49%) were
interested in vacationing in Newfoundland and Labrador.

•

A mid-priced hotel/motel emerged as the most in-demand type of accommodation among the
New England travellers interviewed. Forty-eight percent (48%) preferred to stay overnight in
mid-priced hotels/motels, and 11% preferred budget hotels/motels. Eleven percent (11%)
preferred campgrounds, and 9% prefer Bed and Breakfast establishments. Only 7% of New
England travellers preferred overnight stays in luxury accommodations and even fewer (3%)
preferred overnight stays in resort hotels.

•

For the strong majority of New England travellers (75%), enjoying life without any fixed
schedules was a “highly important” benefit sought from travel. Seeing something new and
different (68%); creating lasting memories (68%); escaping their day-to-day environment
(67%); relaxing and relieving stress (65%); enriching spousal relationships (59%); and
learning about the history and culture of new places (58%) were other “highly important”
travel benefits.

•

New England travellers get their inspiration to travel from three main sources including: word
of mouth (73%); editorials in newspapers and magazines (55%); and the Internet (45%).
Traditional media tends to support impressions garnered through editorials and word of
mouth.

•

The strong majority (76%) of New England travellers do not use travel packages. Of those
who purchase packages (21%) - accommodations (74%) and food and beverage (51%) were
the main components. Other package components included: airfares (29%); admissions
(22%); and car rentals (18%).

•

New England travellers tend to place a higher value on the availability of cultural and heritage
activities (mean of 7.05) and land-based activities (mean of 6.88) then they do water-based
(mean of 5.89) activities; community-based festivals and events (mean of 5.79); shopping
and dining (mean of 5.55); and hands-on learning activities (mean of 5.17).

•

Top-of-mind images associated with Atlantic Canada included its beaches, coastlines, magnificent
scenery and natural attractions. Quaint villages in rural settings, relaxing and peaceful
atmosphere; opportunities to explore someplace new or different were other images frequently
associated with Atlantic Canada.

•

Travel activities and experiences associated with, or expected in, an Atlantic Canada
vacation include hiking, walking or cycling trails and other outdoor attractions; sightseeing in
coastal and rural areas; new historical and cultural experiences; visiting natural attractions;
community based festivals and events and local culinary experiences.

•

Atlantic Canada’s appeal as a vacation destination can be described as strong. On a 10 point
appeal scale, Nova Scotia scored 8.11; Prince Edward Island scored 7.87; Newfoundland
and Labrador scored 7.31; and New Brunswick scored 7.09.

•

Over half of the New England travellers interviewed could not think of any reasons for not
visiting Atlantic Canada. The lack of interest in vacationing in Atlantic Canada is primarily
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based on three factors: (i) a lack of information about Atlantic Canada; (ii) perceived distance
and accessibility; and (iii) affordability.
•

No one compelling reason to visit Atlantic Canada was identified by the research. However,
an examination of activities enjoyed by past visitors to Atlantic Canada; the benefits sought
from travel by New England travellers; where they draw their inspiration for travel; and
imagery/perceptions of Atlantic Canada as a vacation destination, may help provide insight
into fashioning compelling reasons to vacation in the Atlantic region. The following chart
provides a graphic representation:

Generating Interest in Visiting Atlantic Canada

Information
affordable;
accessible;
accommodations;
packages; things to
do/see
Nature

Travel Benefits

attractions; wildlife
observation; open
spaces; national
parks; clean; fresh
air

personal freedom;
escape & relax;
new & different
experiences

Compelling
Reason to
Vacation in
Atlantic
Canada
Inspiration

Culture & Heritage

more focus on
editorial & internet
marketing, traditional
market support role

small villages;
museums &
galleries; culture;
festivals; live
theatre; cuisine;
people
Outdoor Adventures
hiking; walking;
cycling; trails;
boating; sports;
fishing
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4.0 INTEREST IN VACATIONING IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island emerged as the two Atlantic Provinces drawing the most
interest among New England travellers. More than eight out of ten (82%) of the respondents were
interested in vacationing in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Two-thirds (66%) were
interested in vacationing in New Brunswick, and almost one half (49%) were interested in
vacationing in Newfoundland and Labrador.

82%

82%
66%
49%

Prince Edward
Island

Nova Scotia

New
Brunswick

Newfoundland
and Labrador

When asked which of the four provinces they have previously visited, 9% had visited
Newfoundland and Labrador; 29% had visited Prince Edward Island; 42% had visited New
Brunswick; and 45% had visited Nova Scotia.
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5.0

Traveller Preferences

5.1

Accommodation preferences

A mid-priced hotel/motel emerged as the most in-demand type of accommodation among the
New England travellers interviewed. Forty-eight (48%) percent preferred to stay overnight in midpriced hotels/motels, and 11% preferred budget hotels/motels. Eleven percent (11%) preferred
campgrounds, and a further 9% prefer Bed and Breakfast establishments. Only 7% of New
England travellers preferred overnight stays in luxury accommodations and even fewer preferred
overnight stays in resort hotels (3%).

Accommodation Preferences

Mid priced hotel/motel

48%
12%

Budget hotel/motel

11%

Campground & RVs

10%

Luxury hotels & resorts

9%

B&B
VFR

5%

Price (24%) and affordability (17%) were the main reasons cited by New England travellers for
their choice of accommodations. Other factors that influence their choice of accommodations
included: comfort (16%), convenience (13%), service (13%); and amenities (11%).

5.2

Benefits sought from travel

For the strong majority of New England travellers (75%), enjoying life without any fixed schedules
was a “highly important” benefit sought from travel. Seeing something new and different (68%);
creating lasting memories (68%); escaping their day-to-day environment (67%); relaxing and
relieving stress (65%); enriching spousal relationships (59%); and learning about the history and
culture of new places (58%) were other “highly important” travel benefits.

Item/Activity
Have some time with no fixed schedules
To see and do something different
Create lasting memories
Get a break from the day-to-day environment
Relax and relieve stress
Enrich relationships with spouse/partner/children

Somewhat
Important
22%
33%
28%
27%
31%
25%

Highly
Important
75%
68%
68%
67%
65%
59%
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Gain knowledge of history, culture, places
Enrich your perspective on life
Keep your family ties alive
Stimulate your mind/be challenged intellectually
To have stories to share
Renew connections with people other than family
To be challenged physically/feel physically energized
To seek solitude and isolation
To be pampered

40%
39%
38%
50%
46%
49%
56%
38%
35%

58%
49%
48%
36%
25%
24%
21%
18%
12%

Secondary travel benefits included enriching one’s perspective on life (49%); keeping family ties
alive (48%); intellectual stimulation (36%); having stories to share (25%); renewing connections
with people (24%); being challenged physically (21%); isolation and solitude (18%); and being
pampered (12%).
5.3

Inspiration for travel

New England travellers were asked where they got their inspiration to travel. Three main sources
of inspiration which emerged included: word of mouth (73%); editorials in newspapers and
magazines (55%); and the Internet (45%). Secondary sources of inspiration included official
travel guides (38%); TV advertising (34%); and TV travel shows (31%). Tertiary inspiration for
travel came from direct mailings (20%); other TV (19%); travel agents (16%); in-flight magazines
(16%); consumer travel shows (12%) and celebrity travel (5%).

Inspiration for Travel
Celebrities
Consumer Shows
Inflight Mags
Travel Agents
Other TV
Direct Mail
TV Travel Shows
TV Advertising
Official travel guides
Internet
Editorials (Papers/Mags)
Word of mouth

5%
12%
12%
16%
19%
20%
31%
34%
38%
45%
55%
73%

When asked which element inspired them the most, New England travellers consistently rated
stories from friends and relatives as generating the highest inspiration to travel followed by
editorials and the internet.
When asked what was the best way for a destination to inspire them and to deliver its messages,
most said pictures and editorial content describing best places to see and the best things to do
there (must sees & dos), as well as, access to information about other unique natural or
manmade attractions, cultural hot spots, and other popular activities (along with pricing
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information). New England travellers indicated the critical importance of information to be
presented in a clear, concise and informative manner.

5.4

Vacation Activities

New England
New England travellers were asked to rate the importance of the availability of various vacation
activity categories on a ten point scale. Those interviewed tended to place a higher value on the
availability of cultural and heritage activities (mean of 7.05) and land-based activities (mean of
6.88). The availability of water-based activities (mean of 5.89), and community-based festivals
and events (mean of 5.79) were other important considerations, followed by shopping and dining
(mean of 5.55), and hands-on learning activities (mean of 5.17).
Mean Score
7.0

6.9
5.9

5.8

5.5
5.2

Culture and Land based Water based Festivals
heritage
activities
activities
and events

Shopping
and dining

Hands on
learning

Connecticut
Connecticut travellers were more likely
Connecticut
to respond to cultural and heritage Activity Type
products, when selecting their vacation Culture and Heritage
destination. Other key considerations Water-based
included a variety of water-based and Land-based
land-based activities. Shopping and Shopping and dining
dining was an important consideration Festivals and events
for 20% of these respondents, while
Hands on learning
festivals and events and hands-on
learning opportunities were of lesser importance.

Mean Score
7.55
7.00
6.90
6.10
5.85
5.60

Maine
Maine
Maine travellers were also more likely to Activity Type
Mean Score
be attracted to a variety of land-based Land-based
7.12
activities, when selecting their vacation Culture and Heritage
6.92
destination. Other key considerations Festivals and events
5.93
include the availability of cultural and Shopping and dining
5.50
heritage activities, and community Water-based
5.13
based festivals and events. Shopping
Hands on learning
4.93
and
dining
were
important
considerations for 18% of Maine travellers, while water-based activities and hands-on learning
were of less importance.
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Massachusetts
The availability of land-based activities
was an important vacation consideration
among Massachusetts travellers. Other
important considerations included the
availability of water-based activities,
shopping and dining experiences.
Attending local festivals and events,
cultural and heritage experiences and
hands-on learning experiences were of
lesser importance.

Massachusetts
Activity Type
Land-based
Water-based
Shopping and dining
Festivals and events
Culture and Heritage
Hands on learning

Mean Score
6.54
6.46
6.08
6.00
5.54
5.21

New Hampshire
The availability of cultural and heritage
experiences were important destination
considerations among New Hampshire
travellers. Other key considerations
included land-based and water-based
activities.
Festivals
and
events,
shopping and dining were also important
activity considerations, while hands-on
learning experiences were less appealing.

New Hampshire
Activity Type
Culture and Heritage
Land-based
Water-based
Festivals and events
Shopping and dining
Hands on learning

Mean Score
7.05
6.42
6.19
5.79
5.53
4.81

Rhode Island
Rhode Island travellers placed a higher
value on experiencing the local culture
of a destination, as well as other landbased activities. Hands-on learning
experiences were a strong consideration
for this group, while water-based
activities, shopping, and dining were of
lesser importance.

Rhode Island
Activity Type
Culture and Heritage
Land-based
Festivals and events
Hands on learning
Water-based
Shopping and dining

Mean Score
7.53
7.09
5.69
5.41
5.38
5.34

Vermont
Cultural and heritage experiences and
the availability of land-based activities
were
important
destination
considerations
among
Vermont
travellers. Interestingly, festivals and
events as well as hands-on learning
experiences were other important
considerations.

Vermont
Activity Type
Culture and Heritage
Land-based
Festivals and events
Hands on learning
Water-based
Shopping and dining

Mean Score
7.16
7.11
5.84
5.84
5.36
5.20

Respondents were then asked “what types” of water & land activities; cultural & heritage; festivals
& events; shopping & dining; and hands-on learning experiences were important to them. Their
responses are discussed on the following page.
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5.4.1

Culture, Heritage & Historical Activities

Heritage and historical activities are particularly important to New England travellers who
indicated that museums (37%), historic sites (34%) and cultural activities/festivals (29%) were
most important. Other top-of-mind mentions included living history exhibits (15%); old architecture
(8%); and ethnic activities (7%).
Top Mentions
37%

34%
29%

15%
8%

Museums Historical Festivals
sites
and events

5.4.2

7%

Living Architecture Ethnic
history
Activities

Land-based Activities

When asked what land-based activities were important to them, New England travellers cited
hiking (49%), sightseeing (34%) and walking (25%) as the most frequently mentioned activities of
importance. Other top-of-mind mentions included visits to museums (17%); biking or cycling
(16%); participant sports (13%); and tours (13%).
Top Mentions
Tours

13%

Participant Sports

13%

Biking
Museums/history
Walking
Sightseeing
Hiking

16%
17%
25%
34%
49%
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5.4.3

Water-based activities

With respect to water-based activities, most New England travellers said swimming (44%),
boating (33%) and relaxing on a beach (25%) were most important. Other top-of-mind mentions
included: boat tours (18%); fishing (15%); canoeing and kayaking (14%); sailing (10%);
snorkelling and diving (7%); and whale watching (5%).

Top Mentions

Whale Watching

5%
7%

Snorkle/Dive

10%

Sailing

14%

Canoe/Kayak

15%

Fishing

18%

Boat Tours

25%

Walk/Relax on beach

33%

Boating
Swimming

5.4.4

44%

Festivals & Events

When asked what types of festivals and events were important to them, local community-based
and folk festivals (26%) and music and dance (20%) were the top mentions. Other top-of-mind
mentions included: indigenous peoples (11%); fairs and bazaars (10%); speciality events, such
as car shows (9%); and, arts and crafts fairs (8%).
Top Mentions

26%
20%
11%

Local folk
festivals

Music/dance

Indiginous
Peoples

10%

Fairs/Bazaars

9%

Speciality
Events

8%

Arts/Crafts
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5.4.5

Shopping & Dining

For the New England traveller, when asked what types of shopping and dining experiences were
important to them, sampling the local cuisine (37%) was mentioned most frequently. Other, albeit
important, mentions included: casual dining (19%); fine dining (19%); shopping for souvenirs
(12%); craft shopping (8%); sampling ethnic foods (7%); shopping in local retail boutiques (6%);
shopping in discount outlets (5%) and general shopping experiences (5%).

Top Mentions
General Shopping

5%

Discount Outlets

5%

Local Retail Shops

6%
7%

Ethnic Food

9%

Crafts

12%

Souvenirs
Fine Dining

19%

Casual Dining

19%

Local Cuisine

5.4.6

37%

Hands-On Learning Activities

With respect to hands-on learning experiences, handcrafts (19%) and historical/cultural (15%)
learning experiences were mentioned most frequently as being important to them. Other top-ofmind mentions included: museums (6%); art courses (5%); and sport camps (5%).
Top Mentions

19%
15%

6%

Crafts

History and
Culture

Museums

5%

Art Courses

5%

Sporting
Activities
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5.5

Travel packages

The strong majority (76%) of New England travellers do not use travel packages. Nearly one out
of ten (9%), travel on fully independent packages, and a further (7%) travel on fully inclusive
packages. Only (5%) travel on organized tours.

Top Five
76%

Do Not Use

9%

Independent

7%

Inclusive

5%

Tour

Those New England travellers who purchased packages (21%) were asked about the
composition of the packages purchased. Accommodations (74%) and food and beverage (51%)
were top mentions. Other package components included: airfares (29%); admissions (22%); and
car rentals (18%). Four percent (4%) mentioned cruise ship packages.

Top Five

74%

51%

29%
22%

18%
4%

Accomodation Food &
Beverage

Airfare

Events
Car rental
Admission

Cruise
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6.0

A FOCUS ON NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

6.1

Interest in vacationing in Newfoundland and Labrador

Almost one half (49%) of the New England travellers interviewed were interested in visiting
Newfoundland and Labrador.
Twenty-one percent (21%) were neither interested nor
disinterested, while 30% were not interested in visiting the province.

Overall
Massachusetts

49%
33%

21%
21%

46%

55%

Maine

20%

44%

New Hampshire

21%
56%

Rhode Island

20%

48%

Interested

23%

Neutral

25%
35%

22%

60%

Connecticut
Vermont

30%

22%
20%
29%

Not interested

On a “percentage” basis, interest in visiting Newfoundland and Labrador was highest among New
England travellers residing in Connecticut (60%), Rhode Island (56%) and Maine (55%). Interest
in visiting Newfoundland and Labrador was somewhat lower in Vermont (48%); New Hampshire
(44%); and Massachusetts (33%).

6.2

Previous visit to Newfoundland and Labrador

When asked which of the four provinces they had visited as an adult, just over 8% of the New
England travellers surveyed said they had visited Newfoundland and Labrador. Visitation tended
to be higher among travellers from Massachusetts (17%) and Maine (13%), when compared to
New Hampshire (7%); Vermont (7%); Connecticut (5%); and Rhode Island (3%).
91%

8%

Yes

No

Visited Newfoundland and Labrador as an Adult
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6.3

What they did and saw in Newfoundland and Labrador

The 8% of New England travellers who had visited Newfoundland and Labrador were asked
about their activities and experiences while visiting the province. Outdoor activities (24%) such
as camping, boating, hiking and snowmobiling and visits to Nationals/Provincial Parks (18%)
were mentioned most frequently. Other top-of-mind mentions included sightseeing (12%);
hunting and fishing (12%); visiting with family and friends (12%); sampling the local cuisine (6%)
and touring local museums and historic sites (6%).

Top Mentions

Museums/Historic Sites

6%

Local Cuisine

6%

Visited Family and Friends

12%

Hunt/Fish

12%

Sightseeing
National and Provincial Parks
Outdoor Activitites

12%
18%
24%
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6.4

What they liked best about Newfoundland and Labrador

When asked what they like best about their visit to Newfoundland and Labrador, the province’s
scenery (35%) and its remote, rural, peaceful and relaxing atmosphere (12%) were mentioned
most often. Other favourites included outdoor activities (6%); sampling local cuisine (6%); and
the provinces’ friendly, welcoming people (6%).
Top Mentions
35%

12%
6%

Sightseeing

6.5

Relaxing

Culinary

6%

6%

Local People

Outdoor
Activities

Top-of-Mind Images of Newfoundland and Labrador

When asked what images come to mind when they thought of Newfoundland and Labrador, the
province’s coastline (29%), landscapes (22%) and fishing villages were top mentions. The
province’s rural, rustic and remote atmosphere (13%); sports fishing (13%); cool weather (12%);
wilderness (12%); peacefulness (9%); friendly people (8%); unique culture (7%) and open spaces
(5%) were other top-of-mind images mentioned.

Top Mentions
Clean Air/Open Spaces
Culture
Firendly People
Quiet/Peacefull
Woods/Outdoors
Cool Weather
Rural/rustic
Fishing
Fishing villages
Landscapes
Coastline

5%
7%
8%
9%
12%
12%
13%
13%
19%
22%
29%
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6.6

Newfoundland and Labrador activities and experiences

The New England travellers interviewed were asked to list all of the activities and experiences
they might look forward to in a Newfoundland and Labrador vacation experience. Almost onethird (32%) would look forward to experiencing the province’s hiking, walking or cycling trails;
29% would look forward to going on sightseeing and driving tours of the province; 26% would
enjoy the local history and culture; 24% would take-in the coastlines and beaches; and 23%
would look forward to the province’s natural attractions.

Top Mentions
Live Theatre

10%

Shopping

10%

Culinary Exp
National Parks
Community F & E

14%
15%
16%

Museums/Galleries
Natural attractions
Coastal/beach
History and culture

19%
23%
24%
26%

Sightseeing tours
Trails

29%
32%

Other activities and experiences that New England travellers would look forward to enjoying in
Newfoundland and Labrador included: museums and galleries (19%); community festivals and
events (16%), visiting the province National and Provincial parks (15%); enjoying the local cuisine
(14%); shopping (10%); and attending live theatre (10%).

6.7

Newfoundland and Labrador’s appeal as a vacation destination

When asked to rate the province’s appeal as a vacation destination on a ten-point scale where
one is “very unappealing” and ten is “very appealing”, 82% of the New England travellers
interviewed considered the province to be an appealing destination, while 12% were undecided
and 6% considered Newfoundland and Labrador to be an unappealing destination. The overall
mean score for Newfoundland and Labrador was 7.31 out of ten.

6.8

Newfoundland and Labrador’s appealing features

When asked what appealed to them the most about a Newfoundland and Labrador vacation,
almost one-quarter (23%) mentioned the province’s scenery as the most appealing element of a
Newfoundland and Labrador vacation. Furthermore, a significant portion of New England
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travellers (17%) indicated the lure of going to an unknown destination as the most appealing
aspect of a Newfoundland and Labrador vacation.

Top Mentions

Things to Do/See
History

3%
4%

Outdoor Activities

6%

The People

6%

Relaxation

7%

Explore Someplace New
Scenery

6.9

17%
23%

Reasons not to visit Newfoundland and Labrador

When asked to think of reasons why they would not vacation in Newfoundland and Labrador,
15% mentioned the distance associated with travelling there; and 10% said it “might” be too
expensive. Only 3% cited exchanges rates and even fewer (2%) said that passport requirements
would deter them from vacationing in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Most respondents (55%) could not think of any reasons why they would not visit Newfoundland
and Labrador.

6.10

Compelling reasons to visit Newfoundland and Labrador

When asked what would convince them to vacation in Newfoundland and Labrador, most
respondents (47%) said they would need more information on things to do and see there, as well
as, more information on accommodations. Some (24%) noted that affordability was an incentive,
while others cited travel packages (10%) and information on accessibility (5%).
When compared with the other Atlantic Provinces, a stronger effort may be required in order to
convince New England travellers to vacation in Newfoundland and Labrador. Barriers to
vacationing in Newfoundland and Labrador centre on: perceived distances (further away); the
perception travellers would need to take longer vacations; and perceptions that a Newfoundland
and Labrador vacation may be more expensive.
An examination of activities enjoyed by past visitors to Newfoundland and Labrador; an
examination of the benefits sought from travel by New England travellers; an examination of
where they draw their inspiration for travel; and an examination of imagery/perceptions of
Newfoundland and Labrador as a vacation destination may provide additional insight into
fashioning a compelling reason to vacation in that province. The chart on the following page
provides a graphic representation of this assessment.
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Generating Interest in Visiting Newfoundland & Labrador

Information
affordable;
accessible;
accommodations;
packages; things to
do/see
Nature

Travel Benefits

natural attractions;
wildlife observation;
open spaces;
national parks;
clean; fresh air;
remoteness

personal freedom;
escape & relax;
new & different
experiences

Compelling
Reason to
Vacation in NL

Inspiration

Culture & Heritage

more focus on
editorial & internet
marketing, traditional
market support role

Small villages; local
history & culture;
music; festivals;
cuisine; people; etc.

Outdoor Activities
hiking; walking;
nature; scenic tours;
coastline;
landscapes
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7.0

A Focus on Nova Scotia

7.1

Interest in Vacationing in Nova Scotia

Nova Scotia appears to be one of the most preferred Atlantic Provinces. Over 80% the New
England travellers interviewed were interested in visiting Nova Scotia. Seventeen percent (17%)
were neither interested nor disinterested, while 7% were not interested in visiting the province.

82%

Overall

11%

75%

Massachusetts

17%

73%

Maine

18%
88%

New Hampshire

10% 5%

80%

Vermont
Interested

9%

6% 3%

85%

Conneticut

8%

12% 0%

91%

Rhode Island

7%

7%

Neutral

13%

Not interested

On a “percentages” basis, interest in Nova Scotia was highest among New England travellers
residing in Rhode Island (91%), New Hampshire (88%), Connecticut (85%), and Vermont (80%).
Interest in visiting Nova Scotia was somewhat lower in Massachusetts (75%) and Maine (73%).

7.2

Visited Nova Scotia as an Adult

When asked which of the four provinces they had visited as an adult, just over 45% of the New
England travellers surveyed said they had visited Nova Scotia. Visitation tended to be higher
among travellers from Maine (65%) and New Hampshire (58%), when compared to Rhode Island
(40%); Vermont (34%); Massachusetts (33%); and Connecticut (25%).

55%
45%

Yes

No

Visited Nova Scotia as an Adult
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7.3

What they did and saw in Nova Scotia

The 45% of New England travellers who had visited Nova Scotia were asked about their activities
and experiences while visiting the province. Sightseeing and touring (74%) followed by outdoor
activities (32%) such as camping, boating, hiking and snowmobiling, and visits to historical and
cultural attractions (26%) were mentioned most frequently. Other top-of-mind mentions included
beach and coastal experiences (21%) and urban/city experiences (20%).

74%

Top Mentions

32%
26%

+

21%

Sightseeing

Outdoor Activities

History/Culture

Beaches/Ocean

20%

Urban
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7.4

What they liked best about Nova Scotia

When asked what they like best about their visit to Nova Scotia, the province’s scenery (31%);
beaches and coastlines (15%); and friendly people (13%) were mentioned most often. Other topof-mind mentions included experiencing something new and different (10%); the province’s
relaxing atmosphere (9%); and the history and local culture of the province (6%).
Top Mentions
6%

History/Culture

9%

Relaxing

10%

New/Different

13%

Local People

15%

Beach/Coastline

31%

Sightseeing

7.5

Top-of-Mind Images of Nova Scotia

When asked what images came to mind when they thought of Nova Scotia, the province’s
coastline (63%) and scenery and landscapes (22%) were top mentions. The province’s rural,
rustic and remote atmosphere (12%); sport fishing (7%); peacefulness (7%); open spaces (6%);
and Cape Breton (5%) were other top-of-mind images.

Top Mentions
Cape Breton
Fresh/Clean/Open Space
Peaceful
Fishing
Outdoors/Nature
History/Culture
Local Cuisine
Rural/Rustic
Fishing Villages
Scenery
Coast line

5%
6%
7%
7%
9%
9%
10%
12%
14%
20%
63%
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7.6

Nova Scotia Activities and Experiences

The New England travellers interviewed were asked to list all of the activities and experiences
they might look forward to on a Nova Scotia vacation experience. One-third (32%) would look
forward to experiencing the province’s hiking, walking or cycling trails; 30% would look forward to
experiencing the province’s history and culture; 27% would take-in coastal and beach activities;
25% would visit the province’s natural attractions (Cabot Trail/Bay of Fundy); 23% would visit
local museums and galleries; 22% would go on sightseeing tours; and 21% would sample the
local cuisine.

Top Mentions
Live Theatre
Shopping
Community Fest & Events
Wildfile Viewing
National Parks
Local Cuisine
Sightseeing
Museums/Galleries
Natural Attractions
Coastal/beach
History and culture
Hiking/Walking

13%
14%
16%
16%
16%
21%
22%
23%
25%
27%
30%
33%

Other activities and experience that New England travellers indicated they would look forward to
enjoying in Nova Scotia would include: National Parks (16%); wildlife viewing (16%); community
festivals and events (16%), shopping (14%); and attending live theatre (13%).
7.7

Nova Scotia’s appeal as a vacation destination

When asked to rate the province’s appeal as a vacation destination on a ten-point scale where
one is “very unappealing” and ten is “very appealing”, 90% of the New England travellers
interviewed considered the province to be an appealing destination, while 5% were undecided
and a second 5% considered Nova Scotia to be an unappealing destination. The overall mean
score for Nova Scotia was 8.11 out of ten.
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7.8

Most appealing about Nova Scotia

When asked what appealed to them the most about a Nova Scotia vacation, almost one-third
(30%) mentioned the province’s scenery as the most appealing element of a Nova Scotia
vacation, while others were drawn to the relaxing atmosphere of the province. A further (10%),
mentioned the lure of going to an unknown destination as the most appealing aspect of a Nova
Scotia vacation.

Top Mentions
History/Culture

7%

The people

7%

Explore Someplace
New
Relaxation

10%
12%

Scenery

7.9

30%

Reasons not to visit Nova Scotia

Only 8% thought Nova Scotia “might” be too expensive and a second 8% cited time constraints
as why they would not vacation in Nova Scotia when asked to think of reasons not to visit. Six
percent (6%) cited exchanges rates and even fewer (3%) said passport requirements would deter
them from vacationing in Nova Scotia. Five percent (5%) cited the distance required to travel to
Nova Scotia and a second 5% said there were other places they would like to see first.
Most respondents (44%) could not think of any reason why they would not visit Nova Scotia.

7.10

Compelling reasons to visit Nova Scotia

When asked what would convince them to vacation in Nova Scotia, the most frequently cited
incentive (14%) was “more time/more time off work”. For others, a good deal on a vacation
package (11%) and more information about the province (11%) were incentives. For others
(24%), affordability was an incentive.
An examination of activities enjoyed by past visitors to Nova Scotia; an examination of the
benefits sought from travel by New England travellers; an examination of where they draw their
inspiration for travel; and an examination of imagery/perceptions of Nova Scotia as a vacation
destination may provide additional insight into fashioning a compelling reason to vacation in that
province. The chart on the following page provides a graphic representation of this assessment.
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Generating Interest in Visiting Nova Scotia

Information
affordable;
accessible;
accommodations;
packages; things to
do/see
Nature

Travel Benefits

natural attractions;
open spaces;
national parks;
Peggy’s Cove; clean;
fresh air

personal freedom;
escape & relax;
new & different
experiences

Compelling
Reason to
Vacation in NS

Inspiration

Culture & Heritage

more focus on
editorial & internet
marketing, traditional
market support role

Halifax, Cape Breton;
Lunenburg; history &
culture; festivals;
cuisine; people

Outdoor Activities
hiking; walking;
scenic tours; driving
tours; coastline
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8.0

A Focus on Prince Edward Island

8.1

Interest in vacationing in Prince Edward Island

Prince Edward Island also appears to be one of the most preferred Atlantic Provinces. Over 80%
of the New England travellers interviewed were interested in visiting Prince Edward Island.
Seven percent (7%) were neither interested nor disinterested, while 11% were not interested in
visiting the province.

Overall

82%

7%

79%

Massachusetts

4%

85%

Maine
New Hampshire

82%

Rhode Island

81%

2%
10%

Interested

Neutral

8%

16%
9%
10%0%

77%

Vermont

17%
7%

90%

Conneticut

11%

9%

14%

Not interested

On a “percentages” basis, interest in vacationing in Prince Edward Island was highest among
New England travellers residing in Connecticut (90%), Maine (85%), New Hampshire (82%), and
Rhode Island (81%). Interest in vacationing in Nova Scotia was somewhat lower in
Massachusetts (79%) and Vermont (77%).

8.2

Visited Prince Edward Island as an adult

When asked which of the four provinces they had visited as an adult, just over 29% of the New
England travellers surveyed said they had visited Prince Edward Island. Visitation tended to be
higher among travellers from Maine (43%) and Rhode Island (38%), when compared to Vermont
(27%); New Hampshire (21%); Massachusetts (21%); and Connecticut (15%).
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71%

29%

Yes

No

Visited Prince Edward Island as an Adult
8.3

What they did and saw in Prince Edward Island

The 29% of New England travellers who had visited Prince Edward Island were asked about their
activities and experiences while visiting the province. Sightseeing and touring (29%) and Anne of
Green Gables (29%) followed by beach and ocean activities (22%) were mentioned most
frequently. Outdoor activities such as camping, boating, and hiking; touring (19%); sampling the
local cuisine (12%); riding the ferry (9%); attending community festivals and events (9%); visiting
with friends and relatives (7%); touring Charlottetown (7%); and shopping (5%) were other top-ofmind mentions.

Top Mentions
Shopping

5%

Charlottetown

7%

VFR

7%

Community Event
Ferry Ride
Local Cuisine
Touring
Outdoor activities
Beaches and ocean
Anne of Green Gables
Sightseeing

9%
9%
12%
19%
19%
22%
29%
29%
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8.4

What they liked best about Prince Edward Island

When asked what they like best about their visit to Prince Edward Island, the province’s scenery
(28%); just “getting away” (16%); and the friendly people (14%); were mentioned most often.
Other top-of-mind mentions included the ferry ride (7%); the peaceful, relaxing atmosphere (7%)
and the province’s beaches (5%).

Top Mentions

Beaches/Ocean

5%

Peaceful/Relaxing

7%

Ferry Ride

7%

People

14%
16%

Getting Away
Sightseeing

8.5

28%

Top-of-Mind images of Prince Edward Island

The province’s beaches and coastlines (25%) and scenery (21%) were top mentions, when asked
what images came to mind when they thought of a Prince Edward Island vacation. Anne of
Green Gables (13%); rural landscapes (8%); seaside parks (8%); peacefulness (7%); red soil
(7%); quaint villages (6%) and friendly people (5%) were other top-of-mind images.

Top Mentions

People
Culture
Quaint Villages
Red Soil
Peaceful
Seaside
Lanscapes
Anne of Green Gables
Scenery
Beaches/Coastline

5%
6%
6%
7%
7%
8%
8%
13%
21%
25%
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8.6

Prince Edward Island activities and Experiences

The New England travellers interviewed were asked to list all of the activities and experiences
they might look forward to in a Prince Edward Island vacation experience. Almost one-third (31%)
would look forward to scenic tours; a second 31% would look forward to beach and coastal
experiences; 29% would take-in the province’s history and culture; a second 29% would walk,
hike or cycle on trails; 24% would visit natural attractions; 22% would participate in culinary
experiences; and 21% would visit museums and galleries. Others would visit national and
provincial parks (18%); attend live theatre (14%); partake in outdoor adventures (12%); shop
(10%); or participate in sport, including golf (10%).

Top Mentions
Sports
Shopping
Outdoor Adventures
Live Theatre
Parks
Museums/Galleries
Culinary Experiences
Natural Attractions
Trails
History and Culture
Coastal/Beach
Sightseeing tours

8.7

10%
10%
12%
14%
18%
21%
22%
24%
29%
29%
31%
31%

Prince Edward Island’s Appeal as a vacation destination

When asked to rate the province’s appeal as a vacation destination on a ten-point scale where
one is “very unappealing” and ten is “very appealing”, 83% of the New England travellers
interviewed considered the province to be an appealing destination, while 9% were undecided
and 3% considered Prince Edward Island to be an unappealing destination. The overall mean
score Prince Edward Island was 7.87 out of ten.
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8.8

Most appealing about Prince Edward Island

Slightly more than two out of ten (21%) mentioned the province’s relaxing atmosphere when
asked what appealed to them the most about a Prince Edward Island vacation. A second 21%
noted the province’s scenery and rural landscapes as the most appealing elements of a PEI
vacation. Others were drawn to the local culture (7%); possibility of exploring a new, different
destination (7%); the friendly people (4%); and the province’s history and culture (4%).

Top Five

History/Culture

4%

The People

4%

Explore Someplace New

7%

Local Culture

7%

8.9

Scenery

21%

Relaxation

21%

Reasons not to visit Prince Edward Island

When asked to think of reasons why they would not vacation Prince Edward Island, 6% thought it
“might” be too expensive and a second 6% thought it might be too far away. Five percent (5%)
cited exchange rates and even fewer (1%) said passport requirements would deter them from
vacationing in Prince Edward Island.
The majority of respondents (51%) could not think of any reasons why they would not visit Prince
Edward Island.

8.10

Compelling reasons to visit Prince Edward Island

When asked what would convince them to vacation in Prince Edward Island, the most frequently
cited incentive was a good deal on a vacation package (13%). For others, more information about
the province (11%) and having more time/money (10%) were other mentions.
An examination of activities enjoyed by past visitors to Prince Edward Island; an examination of
the benefits sought from travel by New England travellers; an examination of where they draw
their inspiration for travel; and an examination of imagery/perceptions of PEI as a vacation
destination may provide additional insight into fashioning a compelling reason to vacation in that
province. The chart on the following page provides a graphic representation of this assessment.
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Generating Interest in Visiting Prince Edward Island

Information
affordable;
accessible;
accommodations;
packages; things to
do/see
Nature

Travel Benefits

attractions; national
parks; clean; fresh
air; uncrowded

personal freedom;
escape & relax;
new & different
experiences

Compelling
Reason to
Vacation in PEI

Inspiration

Culture & Heritage

more focus on
editorial & internet
marketing, traditional
market support role

Small villages; local
history; & culture;
Anne; live theatre;
cuisine; people

Outdoor Activities
Hiking; walking;
sports, boating;
scenery; rural
landscapes;
beaches; coastline
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9.0

A Focus on New Brunswick

9.1

Interest in vacationing in New Brunswick

Two-thirds (66%) of the New England travellers interviewed were interested in visiting New
Brunswick. Twenty-one percent were neither interested nor disinterested, while 13% were not
interested in visiting the province.

Overall
Massachusetts
Maine
New Hampshire

66%

21%

58%

25%

63%

Rhode Island

69%

Conneticut

70%

Vermont

71%

Intersted

17%
28%

65%

19%
19%
20%
16%

Neutral

13%

9%
16%
12%
10%
13%

Not interested

On a “percentages” basis, interest in visiting New Brunswick was highest among New England
travellers residing in Vermont (71%); Connecticut (70%), and Rhode Island (69%). Interest in
visiting New Brunswick was somewhat lower in New Hampshire (65%); Maine (63%); and
Massachusetts (58%).

9.2

Visited New Brunswick as an adult

When asked which of the four provinces they had visited as an adult, just over 42% of the New
England travellers surveyed said they had visited New Brunswick. Visitation tended to be higher
among travellers from Maine (78%), when compared to New Hampshire (42%); Rhode Island
(38%); Massachusetts (33%); Vermont (27%); and Connecticut (25%).
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58%
42%

Yes

No

Visited New Brunswick as an Adult

9.3

What they did and saw in New Brunswick

The 42% of New England travellers who had visited New Brunswick were asked about their
activities and experiences while visiting the province. Sightseeing (36%); outdoor activities (17%)
such as camping, boating, hiking and snowmobiling; cities (15%); visits to national and provincial
parks (13%); beach/coastal experiences (11%) were mentioned most frequently. Other top-ofmind mentions included sampling the local cuisine (8%); visits to the Bay of Fundy (8%) the
reversing falls (8%); museums and historic sites (6%); shopping (6%); festivals (6%); and touring
(5%).

Top Mentions
Touring
Festival
Shopping
Museums/Historic Sites
Reversing Falls
Bay of Fundy
Local Cusine
Beaches/Coast
VFR
Parks
Cities
Outdoor Activities
Sightseeing

5%
6%
6%
6%
8%
8%
8%
11%
12%
13%
15%
17%
36%
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9.4

What they liked best about New Brunswick

The province’s scenery (28%); friendly people (16%); and opportunities to get-a-way and
experience something different (12%) were mentioned most often when asked what they like best
about their visit to New Brunswick. Other favourites included visiting with friends and relatives
(7%); outdoor activities (4%); visiting the Bay of Fundy (4%); the provinces beaches and
coastlines (4%) and relaxation in a peaceful environment (4%).

Top Mentions

Relaxing

4%

Beaches/Coastline

4%

Bay of Fundy

4%

Outdoor Activities

4%
7%

VFR

12%

Getting Away

16%

Local people

28%

Sightseeing

9.5

Top-of-Mind Images of New Brunswick

When asked what images come to mind when they thought of New Brunswick, the province’s
coastline (19%); scenery and landscapes (13%); and outdoor/wildlife (10%) were top mentions.
The Bay of Fundy (8%); walking tours (7%); friendly people (7%); rural landscapes (6%), fresh,
clean environment (5%); water (4%); and culture (4%) were other top-of-mind images.

Top Mentions
Culture

4%

Water

4%

Fresh/Clean
Rural Landscape

5%
6%

Friendly People

7%

Walking Tours

7%

Bay of Fundy
Outdoors/Wildlife
Scenery
Coastline

8%
10%
13%
19%
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9.6

New Brunswick activities and experiences

The New England travellers interviewed were asked to list all of the activities and experiences
they might look forward to in a New Brunswick vacation experience. Thirty-seven percent (37%)
would look forward to experiencing the province’s hiking, walking or cycling trails; 32% would look
forward to historical and cultural experiences; 27% would go sightseeing; and 25% would visit
natural attractions.

Top Mentions
Theatre
Culinary
Parks
Outdoor Adventures
Festivals
Wildlife/Nature
Museums/Galleries
Coastal/Beaches
Natural Attractions
Sightseeing
History and Culture
Trails

11%
14%
16%
19%
19%
19%
21%
22%
25%
27%
32%
37%

Other experiences included nature (19%); festivals (19%); outdoor adventures (19%); national
and provincial parks (16%); local cuisine (14%); and live theatre (11%).

9.7

New Brunswick’s appeal as a vacation destination

When asked to rate the province’s appeal as a vacation destination on a ten-point scale where
one is “very unappealing” and ten is “very appealing”, 77% of the New England travellers
interviewed considered the province to be an appealing destination, while 16% were undecided
and 4% considered New Brunswick to be an unappealing destination. The overall mean score for
New Brunswick was 7.09 out of ten.

9.8

Most appealing about New Brunswick

The province’s scenery (17%) and peaceful, relaxing atmosphere (9%) were listed as the most
appealing elements of a New Brunswick vacation. Other indicated the friendly people (8%) and
having a new destination to explore (7%); were appealing aspect of a New Brunswick vacation,
as was its proximity to home (5%).
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9.9

Reasons not to visit New Brunswick

When asked to think of reasons why they would not vacation in New Brunswick, 15% mentioned
that the province might be too expensive, and the distance/time required to travel there (7%).
Only 6% cited exchange rates and even fewer (3%) said passport requirements would deter them
from vacationing in New Brunswick.
Most respondents (46%) could not think of any reasons why they would not visit New Brunswick.

9.10

Compelling reasons to visit New Brunswick

When asked what would convince them to vacation in New Brunswick, the most frequently
mentioned response was a need for more information on things to do and see there and more
information on accommodations (19%). For others, a good deal on a travel package (19%) was
an incentive. Others cited affordability (11%).
An examination of activities enjoyed by past visitors to New Brunswick; an examination of the
benefits sought from travel by New England travellers; an examination of where they draw their
inspiration for travel; and an examination of imagery/perceptions of New Brunswick as a vacation
destination may provide additional insight into fashioning a compelling reason to vacation in that
province. The chart on the following page provides a graphic representation of this assessment.
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Generating Interest in Visiting New Brunswick

Information
affordable;
accessible;
accommodations;
packages; things to
do/see
Nature

Travel Benefits

attractions; wildlife
observation; open
spaces; national
parks; clean; fresh
air

personal freedom;
escape & relax;
new & different
experiences

Compelling
Reason to
Vacation in NB

Inspiration

Culture & Heritage

more focus on
editorial & internet
marketing, traditional
market support role

Communities:
history; Acadien
culture; festivals;
cuisine; people

Outdoor Activities
Hiking; walking;
sports, boating;
scenery; beaches;
Bay of Fundy
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Appendix A: Survey Instrument
2007-09-10 New England Study
TIS Follow Up Survey – Version II
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTRODUCTION
Good afternoon/evening. My name is _______ from Leger Marketing. In ____/____/____ (insert
month) of this year, you participated in Leger Marketing travel survey. We would like to do a
follow-up survey with you to get a clearer understanding of New England travellers. The survey
will take about 15 minutes to complete. We will not be trying to sell you anything, and all of your
answers will be kept in the strictest of confidence.
Can we continue with the Study?
Yes
No
Refuse

1 [continue]
2 [arrange appointment for call back]
9 [thank and terminate]

INTEREST IN VACATIONING IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Q1

In ___/___/___ (insert month) you indicated that you were interested in vacationing one
or more of the provinces in Atlantic Canada. On a scale of 1 to 6 where 1 in Not At All
Interested and 5 is Very Interested, how interested are you in vacationing in:
(Terminate if code 3, 2 or 1)

Province
Newfoundland
& Labrador
Nova
Scotia
New
Brunswick
Prince
Edward Island

Interested

Somewhat
Interested

Neither
Interested
nor
Uninterested

Somewhat
Uninterested

Not At All
Interested

6

5

4

3

2

1

6

5

4

3

2

1

6

5

4

3

2

1

6

5

4

3

2

1

Very
Interested

PAST VISITS TO ATLANTIC CANADA
Q2

And which of the four provinces in Atlantic Canada have you ever visited as an adult?
[READ LIST – CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]

Newfoundland & Labrador, Canada
New Brunswick, Canada

Yes

No

DNK

1
1

2
2

3
3
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Nova Scotia, Canada
Prince Edward Island, Canada

1
1

2
2

3
3

IF CODE 1 FOR NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR AT Q2 ASK:

Q3a
Think only of your trip(s) to Newfoundland & Labrador, what did you do and see there?
(Record verbatim responses below. Probe on activities and experiences; how satisfied
they were with their trip; whether or not trip met/exceeded/failed to meet expectations; did
they received value for money spent; would recommend to family/friend or colleagues.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q3b
What did you like best about your trip to Newfoundland & Labrador? (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on coastline; probe on cultural activities; historical activities;
outdoor/natural activities; etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

IF CODE 1 FOR NOVA SCOTIA AT Q2 ASK:
Q4a
Think only of your trip(s) to Nova Scotia, what did you do and see there? (Record
verbatim responses below. Probe on activities and experiences; how satisfied they were
with their trip; whether or not trip met/exceeded/failed to meet expectations; did they
received value for money spent; would recommend to family/friend or colleagues.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q4b
What did you like best about your trip to Nova Scotia? (Record verbatim responses
below. Probe on coastline; probe on cultural activities; historical activities;
outdoor/natural activities; etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
IF CODE 1 FOR NEW BRUNSWICK AT Q2 ASK:

Q5a
Think only of your trip(s) to New Brunswick, what did you do and see there? (Record
verbatim responses below. Probe on activities and experiences; how satisfied they were
with their trip; whether or not trip met/exceeded/failed to meet expectations; did they
received value for money spent; would recommend to family/friend or colleagues.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Q5b
What did you like best about your trip to New Brunswick? (Record verbatim responses
below. Probe on coastline; probe on cultural activities; historical activities;
outdoor/natural activities; etc.)
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
IF CODE 1 FOR Prince Edward Island AT Q2 ASK:
Q6a
Think only of your trip(s) to Prince Edward Island, what did you do and see there?
(Record verbatim responses below. Probe on activities and experiences; how satisfied
they were with their trip; whether or not trip met/exceeded/failed to meet expectations; did
they received value for money spent; would recommend to family/friend or colleagues.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Q6b
What did you like best about your trip to Prince Edward Island? (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on coastline; probe on cultural activities; historical activities;
outdoor/natural activities; etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
ACCOMMODATION PREFERENCES
Q7.

When you travel, what type of accommodations do you typically stay at? Would you say
that you typically stay in: [Read list. Select one answer only]
Luxury hotel/motel
Mid-priced hotel/motel
Budget hotel/motel
Resort hotel
B&B
Guest ranch farm
Cottage/cabin
Campground
RV park
Friends and relatives
Other (Specify) _____________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Q8
Why do you prefer to stay in this type of accommodations? (Record verbatim
responses below.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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BENEFITS SOUGHT FROM TRAVEL

Q9

Can you please indicate whether each of the following items is of - No Importance;
Some Importance or of High Importance to you when considering please or vacation
travel: (Read List. Select one answer only for each Benefit.)

To see or do something
different
To seek solitude and isolation
To gain knowledge of the
history, culture of other places
To enrich your perspective on
life
To get a break from your dayto-day environment
To stimulate your mind or to
be challenged intellectually
To relax and relieve stress
To have some time with no
fixed schedules so you can do
what you want when you want
To keep your family ties alive
To renew your personal
connections with people other
than your family
To have stories to share with
others back at home or have
something interesting to talk
about
To enrich your relationships
with your
spouse/partner/children
To create lasting memories
To be challenged physically or
to feel physically energized
To be pampered
Probe for Other (Specify)
_____________

Of No
Importance

Somewhat
Important

Highly
Important

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

INSPIRATION FOR TRAVEL
Q10a

People are inspired to travel by different things they have seen, experienced or heard
about. Where do you get your inspiration for travel? (Read list. Record all that apply.)

Television travel shows
Other Television show
Stories in magazines/newspapers
Stories from your friends / relatives / word of mouth
Celebrity travel stories

Q10a

Q10b

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
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In-flight magazines
Consumer travel shows
Advertising
Official Travel Guides
Travel Agents or Tour Operators
Direct mail or E-mail Advertising
The Internet
Something else (specify):

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Q10b

And which of these provides you with the most inspiration for travel? (Record one nswer
only under Q10b above. Re-read list if required. Note: Probe as to what TV /
magazines/ newspapers / consumer travel shows / etc. provided primary
inspiration for travel.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNICATIONS
Q11

Every day consumers are bombarded with advertising on television, in newspapers, in
magazine and on the internet. What is the best way for a vacation destination to inspire
you to travel and to deliver their messages? And what types of images, messages and
activities should they include in their communications? (Probe for emotion/content/etc)

VACATION ACTIVITIES
Q12

On a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 is Not at all Important and 10 is Very Important, how
important are the availability of Water-Based activities to you when selecting your
vacation destination, and when planning your vacation? (One answer only. Repeat
question for each activity category below – Q12a to Q12e inclusive.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Q12a Water activities
Q12b Land activities
Q12c Culture and heritage activities
Q12d Festivals and events
Q12e Shopping and dining
Q12f

Hands-on Learning

ACTIVITIES DRIVERS:
Q13
And what types of water-based activities are important to you? (Probe for 3 to 5
mentions. Mentions may include: fishing, kayaking, boating, scuba diving/snorkelling,
swimming, sunbathing, white water rafting, marine animal viewing, whale watching,
etc. Probe for most important water-based activity.)
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_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Q14
And what types of land-based activities are important to you? (Probe for 3 to 5
mentions. Mentions may include: rock climbing, cycling, golfing, hiking, walking,
horseback riding, hunting, mini-golf, motorcycling, visiting national parks, visiting
provincial parks, viewing natural wonders, scenery/landscapes, cityscapes, walking
tours, drive tours, wildlife viewing, birding, wildflowers/flora, etc. Probe for most
important land-based activity.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q15
And what types of cultural, heritage and historical activities are important to you? (Probe
for 3 to 5 mentions. Mentions should include: (1) aboriginal experiences and activities;
(2) performing arts such ballet, dance, live theatre, music concerts; (3) exhibits,
historic sites, museums, art galleries, natural wonders, etc.) Probe for most important
cultural, heritage and historical-based activities.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q16
And what types of festivals and events are important to you? (Probe for 3 to 5
mentions. Mentions should include: carnivals, film festivals, literary festivals, music
festivals, country exhibitions/fairs, food & wine festivals, comedy festivals, etc.) Probe
for most important festival-based activities.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q17
And what types of shopping & dining activities are important to you? (Probe for 3 to 5
mentions. Mentions should include: (1) shopping in bookstores, antique stores, craft
stores, clothing and shoes and jewellery; (2) outdoor cafes, wineries, local cuisine,
indigenous cuisine, high end or fine dining, celebrity restaurants, etc.) Probe for most
important shopping/cuisine-based activities.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q18
And what types of hands-on learning activities are important to you? (Probe for 3 to 5
mentions. Mentions should include: cooking schools; wine tasting school;
photography; sports; wilderness survival/skills; interpretive programs at historic
sites/parks; curatorial tours; second language courses; archaeological; etc.) Probe for
most important hands-on learning activities.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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TRAVEL PACKAGES
Q19a When you travel for a vacation or for leisure purposes, do you typically travel: (Read list.
One answer only.)

As part of a Tour Group
On fully inclusive travel packages
On fully Independent travel packages
or do you prefer not to use travel packages

Yes
1
1
1
1

No
2
2
2
2

IF CODE 1 TO “PREFER NOT TO USE TRAVEL PACKAGES” GO TO Q20. OTHERWISE
CONTINUE.
Q19b If you were to travel to one or more of the four Atlantic Canadian provinces on a travel
package, what would be included in this package? (Do not read list. Select all that
apply.)
Cruise ship ..................................... 1
Airfare ............................................. 2
Car rental ........................................ 3
Accommodations ............................ 4

Food & Beverage ............................. 5
Tickets & Admissions ....................... 6
Other (Specify) ___________________

PROVINCE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
IF CODE 6 or CODE 5 or CODE 4 FOR NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR AT Q1 ASK Q20a.
OTHERWISE GO TO Q21a:
Q20a. Let’s imagine that you have decided to spend your summer vacation in Newfoundland &
Labrador. When you think of Newfoundland & Labrador, what images come to mind?
(Probe for landscapes, cityscapes, water-based images, land-based images,
historical/cultural images, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Q20b. And what types of activities and experiences would you looking forward to participating
in? (DO NOT READ LIST – ONLY PROMPT IF NECESSARY - CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY.)
Visiting fun, theme parks
Participating in outdoor adventures
Enjoying beach and coastal experiences
Hiking, walking, or cycling on trails
Visiting National / State / Provincial parks
Visiting nature attractions
Viewing wildlife in natural habitat
Attending community festivals, events, fairs
Visiting historical and cultural attractions
Visiting museums and art galleries
Attending live theatre and performing arts
Enjoying culinary and wine experiences
Shopping
Going to spas and health clubs
Going on sightseeing and driving tours
Playing golf (not miniature)
Spectator sports
Participating in sports
Participating in hands-on learning experiences
Nightlife
Other (specify) ______________________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Q20c. On a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is Very Unappealing and 10 is Very Appealing, how would
you rate the appeal of Newfoundland & Labrador as a vacation destination? (Select one answer
only)
Very Appealing ........................................10
.........................................9
.........................................8
.........................................7
.........................................6
Neither Appealing nor Unappealing.........5
.........................................4
.........................................3
.........................................2
Very Unappealing.....................................1

Q20d. Why do you say that? (Record verbatim responses below. (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on reason to or not to visit; Probe on value for money; Probe on
image/perceptions of NL as a destination;
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q20e What do you find most appealing about a vacation in Newfoundland & Labrador?
(Record verbatim responses below.
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q20f. Can you think of reasons why not to not to come to Newfoundland & Labrador? (Record
verbatim responses below. Probe on not knowing enough about NL to make decision; not
knowing how to get there; no knowing where to go and what to do there; perceptions on
personal safety; probe on not being different than other destinations; the probe on lack of
things to do/see there; probe on accessibility; probe on availability of accommodations;
probe on border issues and passports, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q20g. And what could be done to convince you to vacation in Newfoundland & Labrador?
(Probe on what it would take to get them here.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
IF CODE 6 or CODE 5 or CODE 4 FOR NOVA SCOTIA AT Q1 ASK Q21a. OTHERWISE GO
TO Q22a:
Q21a. Let’s imagine that you have decided to spend your summer vacation in Nova Scotia
When you think of Nova Scotia, what images come to mind? (Probe for landscapes,
cityscapes, water-based images, land-based images, historical/cultural images, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Q21b. And what types of activities and experiences would you looking forward to participating
in? (DO NOT READ LIST – ONLY PROMPT IF NECESSARY - CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY.)
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Visiting fun, theme parks
Participating in outdoor adventures
Enjoying beach and coastal experiences
Hiking, walking, or cycling on trails
Visiting National / State / Provincial parks
Visiting nature attractions
Viewing wildlife in natural habitat
Attending community festivals, events, fairs
Visiting historical and cultural attractions
Visiting museums and art galleries
Attending live theatre and performing arts
Enjoying culinary and wine experiences
Shopping
Going to spas and health clubs
Going on sightseeing and driving tours
Playing golf (not miniature)
Spectator sports
Participating in sports
Participating in hands-on learning experiences
Nightlife
Other (specify) ______________________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Q21c. On a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is Very Unappealing and 10 is Very Appealing, how would
you rate the appeal of Nova Scotia as a vacation destination? (Select one answer only)
Very Appealing ........................................10
.........................................9
.........................................8
.........................................7
.........................................6
Neither Appealing nor Unappealing.........5
.........................................4
.........................................3
.........................................2
Very Unappealing.....................................1
Q21d. Why do you say that? (Record verbatim responses below. (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on reason to or not to visit; Probe on value for money; Probe on
image/perceptions of NS as a destination;
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q21e. What do you find most appealing about a vacation in Nova Scotia? (Record verbatim
responses below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Q21f. Can you think of reasons why not to not to come to Nova Scotia? (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on not knowing enough about NS to make decision; not knowing
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how to get there; no knowing where to go and what to do there; perceptions on personal
safety; probe on not being different than other destinations; the probe on lack of things to
do/see there; probe on accessibility; probe on availability of accommodations; probe on
border issues and passports, etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q21g. And what could be done to convince you to vacation in Nova Scotia? (Probe on what it
would take to get them here.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
IF CODE 6 or CODE 5 or CODE 4 FOR NEW BRUNSWICK AT Q1 ASK Q22a. OTHERWISE
GO TO Q23a:
Q22a. Let’s imagine that you have decided to spend your summer vacation in Nova Scotia
When you think of New Brunswick, what images come to mind? (Probe for landscapes,
cityscapes, water-based images, land-based images, historical/cultural images, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Q22b. And what types of activities and experiences would you looking forward to participating
in?
(DO NOT READ LIST – ONLY PROMPT IF NECESSARY - CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY.)

Visiting fun, theme parks
Participating in outdoor adventures
Enjoying beach and coastal experiences
Hiking, walking, or cycling on trails
Visiting National / State / Provincial parks
Visiting nature attractions
Viewing wildlife in natural habitat
Attending community festivals, events, fairs
Visiting historical and cultural attractions
Visiting museums and art galleries
Attending live theatre and performing arts
Enjoying culinary and wine experiences
Shopping
Going to spas and health clubs
Going on sightseeing and driving tours
Playing golf (not miniature)
Spectator sports
Participating in sports
Participating in hands-on learning experiences
Nightlife
Other (specify) ______________________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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Q22c. On a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is Very Unappealing and 10 is Very Appealing, how would
you rate the appeal of New Brunswick as a vacation destination? (Select one answer only)
Very Appealing ........................................10
.........................................9
.........................................8
.........................................7
.........................................6
Neither Appealing nor Unappealing.........5
.........................................4
.........................................3
.........................................2
Very Unappealing.....................................1

Q22d. Why do you say that? (Record verbatim responses below. (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on reason to or not to visit; Probe on value for money; Probe on
image/perceptions of NB as a destination;
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q22e. What do you find most appealing about a vacation in New Brunswick? (Record verbatim
responses below.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q22f. Can you think of reasons why not to not to come to New Brunswick? (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on not knowing enough about NB to make decision; not knowing
how to get there; no knowing where to go and what to do there; perceptions on personal
safety; probe on not being different than other destinations; the probe on lack of things to
do/see there; probe on accessibility; probe on availability of accommodations; probe on
border issues and passports, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Q22g. And what could be done to convince you to vacation in New Brunswick? (Probe on what
it would take to get them here.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
IF CODE 6 or CODE 5 or CODE 4 FOR PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AT Q1 ASK Q23a.
OTHERWISE GO TO CLOSING COMMENTS & THANK-YOU:
Q23a. Let’s imagine that you have decided to spend your summer vacation in Prince Edward
Island When you think of Prince Edward Island, what images come to mind? (Probe for
landscapes, cityscapes, water-based images, land-based images, historical/cultural
images, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Q23b. And what types of activities and experiences would you looking forward to participating
in?
(DO NOT READ LIST – ONLY PROMPT IF NECESSARY - CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY.)

Visiting fun, theme parks
Participating in outdoor adventures
Enjoying beach and coastal experiences
Hiking, walking, or cycling on trails
Visiting National / State / Provincial parks
Visiting nature attractions
Viewing wildlife in natural habitat
Attending community festivals, events, fairs
Visiting historical and cultural attractions
Visiting museums and art galleries
Attending live theatre and performing arts
Enjoying culinary and wine experiences
Shopping
Going to spas and health clubs
Going on sightseeing and driving tours
Playing golf (not miniature)
Spectator sports
Participating in sports
Participating in hands-on learning experiences
Nightlife
Other (specify) ______________________________

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Q23c. On a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 is Very Unappealing and 10 is Very Appealing, how would
you rate the appeal of Prince Edward Island as a vacation destination? (Select one answer
only)
Very Appealing ........................................10
.........................................9
.........................................8
.........................................7
.........................................6
Neither Appealing nor Unappealing.........5
.........................................4
.........................................3
.........................................2
Very Unappealing.....................................1
Q23d. Why do you say that? (Record verbatim responses below. (Record verbatim
responses below. Probe on reason to or not to visit; Probe on value for money; Probe on
image/perceptions of PEI as a destination;
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Q23e. What do you find most appealing about a vacation in Prince Edward Island? (Record
verbatim responses below.
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Q23f. Can you think of reasons why not to not to come to Prince Edward Island? (Record
verbatim responses below. Probe on not knowing enough about PEI to make decision;
not knowing how to get there; no knowing where to go and what to do there; perceptions
on personal safety; probe on not being different than other destinations; the probe on lack
of things to do/see there; probe on accessibility; probe on availability of
accommodations; probe on border issues and passports, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Q23g. And what could be done to convince you to vacation in Prince Edward Island? (Probe on
what it would take to get them here.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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